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BURTONS DOUBLE BAY SURGICAL SCRUB SINK
115-25-DBL-CONFIG

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Great looking, purpose designed, double bay scrub sink
 

Designed and manufactured by Burtons, Our double bay scrub sinks feature a 10 1/2 “ (26.67 cm) deep tub, 12” (30.50cm) high
backsplash with covered sides and corners to eliminate crevices where dirt and debris could accumulate. The sink is made from
heavy gauge 304 grade stainless steel, that is heli-arc welded for superior strength and is finished in a uniform non-glare finish.  A
built-in continuous rim on the front and sides adds structural strength and covers wall mounting fixings for a great looking finish,

Designed for easy installation; the backsplash accommodates pipework so no wall chasing is required. 

 

Taps

 

Suitable for fitting two lever mixer taps our Infra-red tempomatic or foot pedal operated spouts (sold separately)

 

Surgeons Lever Mixer Tap

Great looking chrome surgeon’s mixer tap, finished in a high shine chrome, this high-quality mixer tap is designed for the riggers of
commercial use.

Large 6” levers,
¼ turn ceramic disc for rapid on/off flow
Swiveling spout and divided flow

 

Gooseneck Spout 

Ideal for use on surgical sinks and finished in a high shine chrome, this high quality 6” gooseneck spout is designed for use with
knee or foot pedal valves for a totally hands-free start and stop.
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6” Spout,
Rear mounted

 

Tempomatic Infra Red Tap

No contact with the tap means no risk of transmission! With built-in infrared spout sensor and automatic duty flush (for ~45 seconds
24 hours after the last use) this infra red tap is the perfect option for scrub sinks. As there is no contact made with the tap so
hygiene is an absolute synch!

The tap is easy to install  due to it not requiring a separate control box or additional costs to provide an electrical power supply,
unlike other infra-red taps. Instead, this tap is powered by a long life lithium battery; typically lasting 3-5 years.

An automatic shut off and regulated flow at 6l/min (instead of the average 12~24l/min without auto shut off) means that you will
save a substantial amount of water compared to conventional taps.

For temperature control, this system can be plumbed with a thermostatic mixer valve.
Connection size: 1/2”BSP.(m)
Supply pressure 0.5~5bar.
Infra-red presence detection
Flow restrainer set at 3 lpm at 3 bar
M1/2" solenoid valve with filter
Automatic duty flush (for ~45 seconds 24 hours after the last use)

 

Water temperatures

 

Foot pedal and knee-operated lever valves cannot provide consistent water temperature control if  the supply temperature and
pressure can vary. You may wish to add an additional thermostatic water control valve to allow you to regulate the temperature.

 

Water pressure

 

Foot pedal and knee operated valves require at least 15-20 PSI water pressure to provide sufficient flow of water. Before placing your
order please check, you supply pressure. If you pressure is too low we can alternative design sinks with deck mounted 6” lever tap.
Contact our sales department for further details.

 

Installations

 

Our sinks are supplied with wall support brackets on each side and a backsplash fixing bracket which should be screwed to the wall
as a first fix. If  you intend to fit the sink to a stud partition wall ensure that the wall has sufficient battens in places to provide a
secure fixing. The sink can the be placed onto to the supporting brackets.

 

Manufactured to last

 

We don’t just supply it! It was designed and built by Burtons in the UK at our principal manufacturing facility in Maidstone, Kent 
Using the latest CNC’s and laser manufacturing processes and high-quality stainless steel materials this product has been
engineered from the ground up to last!

 

Overall  Dims  122 x 60 x 57 cm (W.D.H). Internal Tub Dims 116 x 51 x 25 cm (W.D.H)
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Note : You will  need to add chrome effect tap holes stoppers ( Part number 115-254) depending on what type of taps you have
selected as follows:-

Gooseneck tap = 3 stoppers

6" lever tap = 2 stoppers

Infrared tap = 3 stoppers

Water control valve and drain sold separately 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  

Animal N/A

SKU 115-25-dbl-config

Overall Product Dimensions (mm) 1220 x 600 x 570

Colour/Style Stainless Steel

Brand Burtons

Catagory Sub Heading Configurable to suit your needs

Good to know...

At Burtons we know you have a choice to shop with us,  that is why we always aim to delight our customers with a fast,  easy, shopping
experience. Making and sourcing only the best products we can find to fit your needs.Price Matching: We regularly check all  our prices
against competitors so you don’t have to.  If  you do find a like for like product cheaper we will  aim to not just match it,  but beat
it!Backorders: All  back ordered items will  be ordered and shipped as quickly as we can to you. Special  order items may take up to 4
weeks. Once ordered a member of our team will be in contact to keep you informed of estimated delivery dates.Returns Policy: You may
return new, unworn or unused products within fourteen (14) days of delivery for a full refund of the cost of the goods, or an exchange if
preferred. This is on top of your statutory rights
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